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Definition of Blologiesl Warfare, 

Biological warfare may be defined as the employment of bacteria, 

fungi, viruses, rickettaias, and toxie agents derived from living organises 

(as distinguished from synthetic cheuicals used as gases or poisons) to 

Produse death or disease in man, aninals, or growing plants. 

ib: of Bio’ 2, 

Biological warfare still remains in the realm of theory rather than 

faat since no military power has ever used it on a scale larger then sab- 

etages hence conclusions regarding its potentialities must be deduced from 

laboratory experiments and field tests and not from actual military exper— 

fener 

be produced on a large scale might be effectively dispersed in combat 

weapons or used by saboteurs, Certain biological warfare agents injure by 

It ie believed possible that biological warfare agents which can 

poisoning or intoxieating humans or animals, others, by multiplying in sus~ 

ceptible individuals, thereby causing infectious diseases; in either case, 

only minute quantities of the agent need bo used. For this and other 

reasons, it would be extremely difficult for the reeipiont of a biological 

warfare attack to detect with rapidity and accuracy the specific agent em 

ployed by the attacker, 

Large numbers of civilian or military personnel, animals, or exten- 

sive areas of farm crops might be affected by biological warfare attacks. 

A secondary effect of potential simificance would be the diversion of 

military resources and manpower to care for the il] and to eontrel epi- 

denice which might be started, It is obvious that any military power which 

might employ biological warfare would have to possess means of protection 

against the agents used. It is possible that biological warfare agents 
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might be used to charge conventional mmitions or that they might be 

placed in rockets, flying bombs, or balloons which could be directed against 

a country from great distences and without warning, With these possibilities 

in mind, it is believed important to describe in « general manner the work 

which has been done on biological warfare in the United States, and in co- 

operation with our British end Canadian allies. 

Bao) if For; 

In the years between World Wars I and II considerable interest was 

shown among both scientists and military men of many countries in the gen— 

eral subject of biological warfare. In 1941 officers of the Chenical War~ 

fare Bervice, working with a special committee of the National Acadeny of 

Belences known as the RBC Committee, compiled an annotated bibliography of 

the Literature published on biological warfare up to that time, ‘This 

bibliography contained over 200 titles of papers dealing mainly with speo~ 

ulation regarding the possibilities of biological warfare. ‘The authors 

of this bibliography stated: “An analysis of the opinions expressed by 

the authors of articles under consideration reveals that the great majority 

believe thet biological warfare is possible or probable in the future, In 

addition, a significant number cseert euphatically thst this ara will be 

used, the opposite view being held by tut relatively few individuals." 

Much of the speculation and expression of opinion which appeared in 

print between 1916 und 1941 was bosed on incontrovertible evidence that 

German egents, working in the United Btates during 1915, used cultures of 

disesse-producing bacteria to inoculate horses and cattle leaving the United 

States ports for shipment to the allies. It wes also an established fact 

that German agente attempted to cause infectious diseases in cavalry horses 
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4n the Rumanian Army at the tine when Rumania entered the first World War, 

The discussions of the potentialities of biological warfare were based 

largely on these established facta. 

In 1934 Wickham Btoed, a British journalist, wrote a highly sense~ 

tional article based on documents in his possession which he clained had 

been extracted from the files of the German General Staff. These papers 

described experinents meds to determine ehether non-pathogenic aicroorganisus 

wight be cinseminated in the ventilating systems of the London end Paris 

subway syetons. Although the Steed articles brought forth @ prompt and 

vehenent denial from Gernan quarters, and although the authenticity of the 

docunents which he olained to possess was never proven, the disclosures ere 

ated a very considerable sensation at the time and stimilated further specule— 

‘ion on the whole subject of biological warfare. 

There is evidence that in the years between the two wars, the general. 

staffs and scientists of several countries were seriously concerned with 

the strategic potentialities of biologieal warfare, Although experimenta- 

tion in thie field was undoubtedly carried on in secret, and the evidence 

available o based largely upon rusor, there was a sufficient quantity of 

intelligence on hand in 1941 to cause renponsible authorities in the United 

States to consider very ceriously the dangers of biological warfare. this 

was particularly true in the months immediztely preceding Pearl Harber. 

arly Steps Taken by tho United States Government to 
Tnvostigate the Possib:litios of Biological Marfares 

Before there waa sny unification of plans or activity in the investi- 

gation of biological warfare in the United States, several agencies or 

branches of the Government conpidered this subject independently. ‘The 

reports of these individusls or groups form the logical beginning of an 
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account of the Government's activities, In 1933 Major (now Brig. General) 

Leon Fox, MC, USA, then Chief of the Medical Section of the Chemical War~ 

fare Service, surveyed the possibilities of biological warfare and printed 

his opinions in one of the most comprehensible and complete papers on this 

subject. It was his opinion that the difficulties of producing ulcroorgan~ 

ions or their poisonous products on « large scale and of storing these 

agents so thet they might maintain their disease-producing power made bio~ 

logical warfare more theoretical then practical. In 1937 Lt. Colonel (now 

Brig. Genoral) Janes 8. Sinmons, MC, USA, pointed out the possibility that 

potential enemies of the United States might drop insects infected with 

disease-producing organisms on our territory in order to cmise an epidemic, 

‘This opinion was brought to the attention of the War Departuent only in- 

formally but served to create additional interest in the subject of biologi- 

cal warfare, 

In 1940 a necting of scientists was called at the National Institute 

of Health of the United States Public Health Service to consider the possi~ 

pility of a biological warfare attack on the United States. This subject 

had also been discussed by the Council of National Defense and by the 

National Research Council. Opinion at that time was divided but it was 

generally believed that biological warfare did not constitute a significant 

menase to the United Btates, However, this method of attack was considered 

as a possibility. 

Independent of this early interest of the United Btates Public Health 

Bervice, officers on the staffs of the Surgeons General of the Army and Navy 

had also indicated concern over the possibility of eneay use of biological 

warfare. 6-2 of the Army had also explored the subject, and the Chemical 

Warfare Bervice had directed 2 small group of officers to study the possi~ 

bilities of biological warfare. SECRET 
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The interests of these separate groups were soon joined, On 

July 15, 1941, the Surgeon General of the Aray suggested that = comittes 

of scientists be formed to review the subject. Before action was taken en 

this request, the Office of the Secretary of War had begun an independent 

exploration of means by which the branches of the military services might 

most effectively coordinate their efforts in considering the problem of 

biological warfare. This resulted in a meeting being called by Mr. Harvey 

H. Bundy, Special Assistant to the Seorstary of War, which brought togeth- 

er representatives of the Office of the Surgeon General; Chemical Warfare 

Services National Research Councils ACofS, G-2) and the Committee on Medi~ 

cal Research of the Office of Bcientifie Research and Development. 4A report 

of this meeting was submitted to the Advisory Council of the Office of ‘ 

Selentific Research and Development, ‘The OSRD Council recommended that the 

Secretary of War request the National Acadeay of Sciences to investigate the 

possibilities of biological warfare, In accordance with this suggestion, 

on Ootober 1, 1941 the Secretary of Mar wrote the President of the National 

Acadeny of Scien: 

"Because of the dangers that might confront this comtry from 
potential enemies employing what may be broadly described as 

Diological warfare, it seems advisable that investigations be 
initiated to survey the present situation end the future possi- 

I am therefore asking if you will undertake the 

+ of an appropriate committee to survey all phases of 

this matter, Your organization already has before it a request 
from the Surgeon General for the appointment of a committee by 

the Division of Medical Soiences of the National Research Coun~ 

cil to examine one phase of the matter, I trust that appropriate 

integration of these efforts can be arranged." 

As a result of this request, the President of the National Academy of Bai~ 

ences and the Chairman of the National Research Council asked Dean (now 

President) E. B. Fred of the University of Wisconsin to serve as chairman 

and to help form a committee which was designated later as the WBC Comittee,# 

“Lists of persons, committees, and institutions participating in the work on 

biological warfare described in SCORE are contained in the appendices, 
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The WHO Committee of the National Acadexy of Sciences, 

The HBC Committee was organised rapidly and initiated its investi- 

gations almost immediately. Liaison officers were appointed to serve with 

the committee from the Office of the Burgeon General, the Chemical Warfare 

Service, the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery of the Wavy, the U, B, Depart 

nent of Agriculture and the U, 8. Public Health Service, The purpose of 

the Committee was defined as follows: "The purpose of the Committee is 

conceived to be a consideration of those biological agents that may be pur~ 

posely used to produce a haruful effect on man, animals, planta or food 

supplies, end methods of control of these sgents. In terms of war, this 

tudy of both offensive and defensive methods relating to biological 

Intensive work was initiated and two meetings of the full Com 

mittee were held in rapid succession, Conferences were held on problems of 

wutual concern with the Canadien committee which was at work in this same 

field. These resulted in a recommendation late in December 1941 that steps 

be taken to minimise the danger of the introduction into the North American 

Continent of certain diseases of live-stock, and that facilities be provided 

for research and development work on the preparation of vaccines needed to 

protect animals against those diseases. These recommendations lead to the 

formation by the Governments of the United States and Canada of a Joint 

United Btates—Canadian Commission to administer the work which was later car 

ried on in this field. 

Following a third meeting of the WBC Committee in February 1942) a 

report was sent to Dr. Frank 3. Jewett, President of the National Academy 

of Selences, who transmitted it innediately to the Secretary of War. ‘The 

report stated: *(1) that biological warfare is regarded as distinetly \ 

feasible, We are of the opinion that stepa should be taken to formate \ 
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offensive end defensive measures. (2) Your attention is called to the wide 

variety of subject matters considered in this report and to the consequent 

inplications that several different government agencies might be concerned 

in offensive or defensive biological warfare, (3) A covering recommendation 

in that eppropriate means be provided for carrying out the recommendations. 

(4) Important diseases of man, aninals and plants and modes of contaminating 

food and water supplies have been considered from the standpoint of biologi- 

eal warfare and specific recomendations regarding these diseases and the 

disserination of the agents of disease have been made in the body of this 

report. The recommendations are submitted for your information and without 

Presumption as to the ways and means of putting them into effect." The Com 

mittee also pointed out that "The value of biological warfare will be a de- 

batable question until it hes been clearly proven or disproven by experience, 

The wise assumption is that any method which appears to offer advantages to 

a nation at war will be vigorously employed by that nation. ‘Thero is but one 

logical course to pursue, namely, to study the possibilities of such warfare 

from every angle, make every proparation for reducing its effectiveness, and 

thereby reduce the likelihood of its use.” 

After submission of the report the Chairmen and meubers of the Com 

mittee worked vigorously to ley the groundwork for further investigation of 

the problem. The Chemical Warfere Service liaison officer to the Committes 

was sent, on invitation from British officials, to the United Kingdom to ex 

plain the interests of the United Btates and to obtain suggestions from 

responsible British soientists who had been carrying on investigations in 

this field since early 1940, 

‘The report of the WEO Committee was referred by the Secretary of 

War to the Genoral Staff with the suggestion that it should receive thorough 
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study, ‘The results of the General Staff's deliberations and the subsequent 

action by the War Departuent are beat explained by quoting a letter of the 

Secretary of War to the President of the United States under date of April 

29, 19448 

"Some time ago it was ealled to my attention through my repre- 
sentative in the Office of Bcientifie Research and Development, of 
which Dr. Bush is the Direotor, that thore might be serious dangers 
to this country from what might be described as "Biological Warfare." 

It seoued well to make a preliminary investigation rith grout secrecy, 
‘Accordingly, I asked Dr, Jewett of tho National Academy of Scionees 
to fora a Secret Commit: of eninent biologists to consider the 
question, Such a committee was appointed, including a number of the 
most important biologists in the coumtry among whom were Dr, Edwin 
B. Fred of Misconsin, Dr. Stanhope Beyne—Jones of Yale, as well as 
others from Johns Hopkins and the Rockefeller Institute, 

"This committee has made an extensive study and e very thorough 
report in which it points out thet real danger fron biological war— 
fare exists both for human beings end for plant and enimel life, the 
comaittee recomends prompt action along a number of lines, somo 
involving the development of vaccines, some dealing with scientific 
techniques of defense. Others involve protective measures such as 
water supply protection, and still others require further research. 
‘The matter which the committee considered as requiring most imediate 
attention is the great danger of attacks on our cattle with the disease 
of "Rinderpest", which hes been at times most destructive in the 
Philippines. 

"Biological warfare is, of course, "dirty business" but in the 
Light of the committee's report, I think we must be prepared, And 
the matter mist be handled with great discretion and for the mst 

part with great secrecy as well as great vigor, ‘The immediate ques 

tion is through what agency of the Government and under what individual 
leadership this should be started, I nn confident that a single able 

man as director is one of the first ensentials, 

“Bome of the scientists consulted believe that this is a matter 
for the War Department but the General Staff is of the opinion that 

a civilian agency is preferable, provided that proper Army and Bavy 

representatives are essociated in the work, It is evident that the 

matter deals primarily with the Public Health and to sono extent with 
matters ordinarily in charge of the Department of Agriculture, In— 

trusting the matter to » civilian agency would help in preventing the 

public frem being unduly exercised over any ideas that the War Depart- 
nent might be contemplating the use of this wespon offensively, Te be 

sure, a knowledge of offensive poseibilities will necessarily be de- 
veloped because no proper defense ean be prepared without « thorough 
study of means of offens: Offensive possibilities should be know 
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to the War Departament. dnd reprisals by us are perha 
the bounds of possibility any more than they are in 
gan attack for which the Chemical Warfare Service o: 
nent is prepared. 

"It seems to me that an appropriate place in which to establish 
this work would be a separate branch of the Social Security Agency 
under Mr. McNutt but I have not taken this matter with him util 
you have had an opportunity to consider the matter, 

"The choice of the right man to be put at the head of this 
activity seems to me perhaps sore important than where it is estab— 
lished in the Government. 

“Having asked for the report and having now received the dis— 
turbing warnings to which I have made reference and especially in view 
of the recommendation for immediate action, I should appreciate it 
if you would advise me of your wishes in order that such action as you 
wish may be promptly taken.* 

Formation of War Research Service, 

On May 15, 1942 the President gave his verbal approval to the 

proposals in thie letter, and as a result of his decision, and the subse- 

quent recommendations of the WBC Comittee in June, 1942, the civilian agency 

recommended by the Secretary «f War was organised in the Federal Security 

Agency under the title of War Research Service. Mr, George W. Merck was ap- 

pointed Director. It was decided that all work on biological warfare should 

be done under the strictest security control, 

Early Decinions of War Research Service, 

‘The Direstor of War Research Service was put in full control of 

all aspects of biological warfare. He was made specifically responsible for 

defensive measures against possible enemy attack and for the development of 

practicable retaliatory offensive measures, A grant from the President's 

Special Emergency Fmd was given to WRS; all financial matters were handled 

by a specially appointed representative in the Federal Security Agency. It 

was the responsibility of WRS to organise an entirely unknown field of re 

search and development since all aspects of biological warfare were still 
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purely theoretical. ‘This posed two immediate problems: 

1. Should Bar Research Service be organised as a large inde 

pendent agency with its om research laboratories and facilities? Or, 

2, Should War Research Service be a coordinating agency, making 

use of the facilities, personnel, and experience already existing in the 

Governnent and in other institutions? 

Yor reasons of efficiency, economy and security, the second al- 

ternative was adopted. 

War Research Service was set up as a small organisation. Under 

Mr, Merck, Dr. £. B. Fred was appointed Director of Research and Development, 

and Mr, J. P. Marquand was made Director of Information and Intelligence. A 

emall staff of technical aides and secretaries was formed to carry on the ad~ 

ministrative work of WRS. 

Relation of War Regearch Service to the 
Axed Foroes and Other Government Agencies, 

Although never officially connected with the Armed Services, the 

WRS was from the beginning under the informal direction of the Secretary of 

War who was represented by his Special Assistant, Mr. Harvey H. Bundy, and 

no policies were formated without consulting the Secretary's office, While 

War Research Service was active in the dirsetion and coordination of nearly 

all biological warfare matters, the astual orders and directives to implement 

its recommendations were issued by various branches of the Arned Services, 

In addition to these informal arrangements, liaison was established with, 

and cooperation on special problems was requested from, the Navy Departuent, 

particularly the Surgeon General; the Office of the Surgeon Genoral of the 

Army) the Office of the Chief, Chenical Warfare Service; the U, 8, Publie 

Health Services and the Departaent of Agriculture. 
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To secure intelligence on biological warfare, assistance was 

asked from @-2 of the dray, the Office of Naval Intelligences, tho Office 

of Strategic Services and the Federal Bureau of Investigation, For advice 

on publie relations, working errangements were established with the Bureau 

of Public Relations of the War Departzent, the Director of the Office of 

War Information, and the Director of the Office of Censorship, 

In establishing en anti-biological warfare program in the Hawaiian 

Telands, liaison was effected with the Department of the Interior, Yo car— 

ry out defensive measures against biological warfare in the United States, 

WRB secured the cooperation of the Commanding Generals in the Service 

Commands and established liaison with the Internal Security Division of the 

Office of the Provost Marchal General which became largely responsible for 

prosecuting this work in the Service Commands. 

R of ritieh end Cana 

In addition to its work with agencies in this country, WRS con— 

tinued and developed further the cooperative arrangenents already established 

abroad, and consistently exchanged information and personnel with tho British 

baw, organisation as set up under the British Cabinet, and with the bows 

group in Canada. 

Sclentifio Advice From the National Academy of 
Bolencen and the National Rasearch Councils 

From the beginning, it was obvious that if War Research Bervice wore 

to be successful, it would require continuing scientific advice of the high 

ent order. {o neet this need, 2 special committee of scientists, the 

ABC Committee, was set up by the Netional Acedeny of Sciences and the 

National Research Council to advise War Research Service, Full ueotings of 

the ABC Committee were called only infrequently, but its individual members 

were consulted as needed on omEOHET and their advice 
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proved of the highest importance in the solution of many complex problems, 

of War P 

As time went on, WBS found itself involved, usually monynously, 

in projects undertaken ty these anny agencies, both donestic and foroign, 

Some steps in b.w. ware initiated at the direct suggestion of War Research 

Service ond ware continued wmder its guidances others called only for advice 

from WRB. Since secrecy and enonymity had to be maintained, the activities 

of War Research Service are somewhat difficult to define tangibly. Its ob- 

ject was to serve naindy as a catalytic agent, to initiate broad general 

policies, and to act as a moans of achieving liaison between various govern- 

nent departments and branches of the Services in such a way that the b.w. 

program might be carried out effectively. Thus, War Research Service was 

concernod with War Department deliberations at the highest levels, particu- 

lnrly in the Office of the Socretary of War, in the Aruy Service Forces, and 

4n G-2, It participated in the work on b.w, carried on in the Offices of the 

Surgeons General of the Army and of the Navy, the Office of the Provost 

Marahal General, and in the deliberations of the Joint Chiefs of Staff con 

earning b.w. In short, its policy was to be everywhere but nowhers, 

‘This position of War Research Service is well illustrated by the 

steps which were taken to coordinate defensive measures against the threat 

of biological warfare attack: its anti-biological warfare program. 

Orgeniantion of Defenses Against Biologion) Warfare, 

‘The Director of War Research Service was fortimate in having 

available the reports and recommendations of the WBC Committee whieh had 

previously reported to the Secretary of War, and in having as his Director 

of Research, Dr. E. B. Fred who had served as Chairman of the WBC Committee. 
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One of the firat dutios of the Director of WS was to formate immediate 

plens for defencivo measures bosed on the recommendations of the WBO Com 

Rittecs 

It was considered entirely possible that our enemies might possess 

b.w. weapons for immediate use against our troops and the civilian popula- 

tion, It was decided therefore thet steps should be taken promptly to de~ 

velop defensive measures. Conferences were held with the Commanding Generals 

of the Service Communds, and programs for the protection of water, food, 

milk and biological products (vaccines, antisera, etc.) were drawn up and 

put into effect with the collaboration of the Provost Mershal General and the 

Surgeon General, Reports of anté+biological warfare officers from the stra- 

tegic Hawaiian area were examined and evaluated by our scientists, and 

recommendations were made to the Secretary of War for additional protestive 

measures. In the Light of the liewaiien experience a special survey was nade 

of the Caribbean area which resulted in recommendations for additional pro- 

tection partioularly in the Canal Zone, Finally, all overseas theaters wore 

alerted to the possibilities of a b.w, attack, and specific measures wore 

recommended for the protection of troops. 

joarch wns elo: Pro; 

In the United Btates, the study of pathogenic agents as weapons 

of war, ond also the study of means of protection against possible enemy use 

of these agents, was a completely now field of research. ‘he organisation of 

research and development in this field was the primary responsibility of War 

Research Service, and may be considered as its principal achievement. To de- 

termine what pathogenic agents might be used offensively by the eneny, and by 

ourselves if necessary, and what protective nensures night be developed, pre- 
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sented a problom that demanded the attention of many minds representing 

meny sclantific fields, It was necessary to unify and coordinate this seien- 

tific activity and to find immediately laboratory facilities in which these 

Amvestigaiions could be sterted, This task was umdertaken by the Director 

of Research and Development of WR&, scientists who were recognised ap 

leaders in tholr respective ficlds, began forthwith, in consultation with 

RS, tc discuss onc study a long list of pathogenic agents in order to de- 

termine those witch might be used by the enemy. After these agents had 

received s preliminary soreening, further parels of soicutists were aet up 

ty WAS to study each agent. Finally, @ research project leader for work on 

each agent wes selected, cnd the panel was asked to determine the laboratory 

facilities in various universities end researoh institutions throughout the 

country rhich aight be used to stay tie lethal properties, moans of produc~ 

tien, and mothods of protection, Thue, sclentific projects were initiated 

in well-established laboratories throughout tho United Etates. In many cases 

the services of the scientific personnel in these luboratories wore loaned 

by the universities to the Government, In other cases, tho personnel was 

paid, and all expenses for equipment and supplies were defrayed out of the 

Presidant's Msorgenay Fund, through the Federal Security Agency. 

Initiation of Large-Scale Reecarch end 
ent _M 5 

It was inherent in the very nature of b.w, research that certein 

laboratory investigations might prove fruitless while others might show pos- 

sibilities, When these potentialities began to show themselves clearly, 

and when the investigations of certain disease-producing agents and protee- 

tive measures began to emerge from the laboratory stage, it was necessary to 

lay plans looking toward pilot plant and field test atages of investigation 
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and even toxrrd mass production, though verbsl orders were given by the 

Eecrotcry of War that no stockpiles of lethal sateriels should be eecumulated 

without his consents 

Almost from the outset it beoame clesr thet certain disease- 

producing agente nnd protective tonrures merited particular attention, As 

research continued in the lnboratories, additional items were brought for~ 

ward for special study, while some proved to be of 1ittle value and were 

dropped fro: consideration. 

As the remilt of consultations held in the Wer Department with 

ropresontativas of the Arey Service Forcos, it was decided thst large-scale 

developmentel york would have to vroceed with all possible haste and with 

maximum security under military protection. Aceordingly in November of 1942, 

the Chemical Warfare Sarvice was requested to cooperate actively in the em 

pending program of large-scrle renesroh and development. War Research Service 

provides # scientific adviser to the Chemical Warfsre Bervice to direct the 

scientific aspecte of its progrem in this field and to coordinate ite work 

rith thet of WRS. Dr, I, b, Baldwin was chosen to fill this importent posi~ 

ticn end wae largely responsible for the technological development of the 

Speciel Projects Division of the Chemical Warfare Service, 

Eatabliehment of a Chemical Warfere Service Research and 

Pavelonment Installation for Biologloal Warfare Works 

Steps wero teken to seloct a site for s camp in which the neges- 

sary laboratory and pilot plant facilities could be built end maintained 

under strict ailitary security, the smal) National Guard Airport at Freder~ 

Ack, Harylend known as Camp Dotrick was eventually soleeted for this purposes 

Construction of the required experimental facilities and living quarters 

wap started varly in April of 1943+ 

‘the research and development program which was carried on in the 
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Camp Detrick laboratories end pilot plents was tho direct rosponsibility 

of the Chemical Warfare Service, but the general progres of work was con- 

tinued under the guidance of War Research Service, ds time went on, research 

projects which had been developed in university end govsrnusntal laboratories 

under WRS sponsorahip were turned over by FRS to tho Chanicsl Warfare Ser- 

vice. The Camp Detrick installation grew repidly to nost the increasing 

needs of this program, It was necessary to construct rew laboratorics end 

pilot plants, equip them with the required apperatus, and staff them with 

trained scientific personnel in n continuing operation of grost urgency and 

complexity, Thus, as the scientific progran of WRS and the CWS progressed, 

the responsibility for getting the Job done shifted gradually fron civilian 

to military personnel and orgenisations, War Resoarch Service contirmed 

to pay a aignificant rele in the program by sponsoring fimdaments] research 

studies in universities and other institutions, and by helping to obtain 

soientifie personnel and equipasnt for the laboratories and pilot plants at 

Camp Detrick, : 

From the beginning, Camp Detrick, though under the supervision of 

and largely staffed by the Chemical Warfare Service, represented in fact a 

combined operation with personnel contributed by the Navy, by the Burgeon 

General of the Army, and from the ranks of qualified civilian scientists, 

Not only was tho program of research and development assigned to Camp De- 

trick an entirely new and uncharted field of scientitic study) but the Me 

means by which the Camp was staffed and carried on its activities were also 

without precedent, In spite of these apparent difficulties, the scientifie 

work at Camp Detrick has been outstanding in every respect, 

Intelligence on Biologies) Warfare, 

It was obvious that any evidence of enemy intentions regarding 
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the’ une ‘of b. joy OF any information regarding products which might be used, 

even though this information might be in the form of msubstantiated Tumor, 

would prove of value not only to our military leaders but also to the scien— 

tists engaged in the study of bow. It was mot the poligy of MRS to serve 

as the collecting agency for such intelligence, It was, however, a responsi- 

bility of WRB to make certain that efficient measures were used in its col- 

lection, that the various intelligence agencies were properly instructed 

and dberted and until b.w. became = matter of strategic military planning, 

that intelligence from all sources was placed in the hands of WRS for study 

and evaluation. 

This task of education and liaison was undertaken by Mr. John P, 

Marquand, Director of Intelligence and Information of WRS. All intelligence 

material dealing with bw. was obtained from G-2, OMI, Medical Intelligence 

800, O88, and FBI. This intelligence was summarised and was then presented 

to solentists and intelligence specialists for evaluation and comment. While 

it was obvious that enemy activity in b.w. would be « closely guarded secret, 

the moager amount of information obtained led to the cmclusion that responsi- 

ble intelligence eollestion agencies might not be properly educated or 

alerted to tho manifestations of bow. After consultations with the Office 

of the Secretary of Mar, instruetions emphasising the importance of b.w. . 

intelligence were sent by G-2 to all Military Attaches, and to Theater or 

Area Commanders in the British Isles, North Africa, the Middle East, China, 

Burma-India, and the Pacific. 

When this alert failed to uncover further information, the Director 

of Intelligence and Information of WRS was sent abroad to consult with in- 

telligence authorities and with the Theater Surgeons in ell operational areas, 

As a result of this survey, WRS with the approval of the Office of the 
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Sargeon General, made certain recommendations to the Secretary of War 

which were designed to facilitate the collection and dissemination of bewe 

intelligence, It was also recommended that an officer be assigned to visit 

all operational areas to instruct responsible officers and to stimiate 

the collection of bew, intelligence. the selestion of such a "roving® in 

telligence officer was uade by the Surgeon General of the Army and the 

Assistant Chief of Staff, G-2, ‘This officer was seat first to the Eure- 

pean Theater of Operations, and following completion of his duties there 

he proceeded to the North African, Middle East, Southwest Pacific, Burma 

India, China, and Pacific Theaters to continue and complete the work of 

instruction. 

At the suggestion of MRS, with the conourrence of the Sceretary of 

War, a further intelligence project was initiated by the Office of the Bargeon 

General involving the collection and laboratory examination of blood samples 

taken from prisoners of war to determine whether those individuals had been 

immmised against bow, agents which cur enemies might possibly employ. 

Information and Public Relations. 

It was believed that one of the great dangers which might arise 

from enemy use of b.w. would be the creation of panic among the oiviliah 

population, Methods for handling this contingency wore discussed with the 

Director of OWI, the Burean of Publie Relations of the War Dopartment, the 

Director of FBI, and the Office of Censorship; and general plans for publicity 

counter-measures were agreed upon, A continuous survey of the nation's press 

and periodicals was instituted to detect any evidence of hysteria regarding 

epidenics which might spring up in various districts and to detect axy 

leaks in security concerning our om activities, It was concluded that 
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public speculation om the potentialitics ef bow. should be discouraged as 

much as possible, but without placing wdue enphasis en the subject matter, 

Largely as a result of the intelligent end whole-hearted cooperation of the, 

nation's press and radio in helping to carry out this policy, the general. 

public was not alarued or unduly eoneerned over any phase of biological ware 

fare, 

Hicker tare to the lat Beatie 
In mid-December of 1943, the Offiee of Strategie Services in- 

formed the Joint Chiefs of Staff that information had been received indicat~ 

dng possible plans for use of biological warfare by the Germans, At that 

time it appeared that the Germans might possibly use their proposed eross- 

ehannel weapons to carry biological warfare agents into the British Isles, 

The Director of WRS was asked to serve as the Chairman of Special Sub- 

Committee of one of the Committees of the Joint Chiefs of Staff to discuss 

‘the possible biological warfare aspects of this alleged enemy activity. Al-~ 

though intelligence on possible German astivity in this field was meager and 

Anconclusive, there had been sufficient work done in the United States, 

Great Britain, and Canada to indicate to this speeial Bub-Committee that such 

@ means of attack was feasible. As « result of this emclusion, Har Research 

Service suggested to the Becretary of War that the War Department should as 

sume greater responsibility for the biological warfare research and develop 

ment program, At the same time WRS asked the Chemical Warfare Service and 

the Office of the Surgeon General to accelerate work om protection of our 

forces against possible eneny use of biological warfare. ‘These actions indi- 

cated the need to consider the possibility of biological warfare in strategis 

military plannings 
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to assume full responsibility for work on certain biclogiesl warfare agents; 

\for the collection, evaluation and dissemination of intelligence on biologi~ 

cal warfare; and for defensive measures against biological warfare, the 

Surgeon General was directed to cooperate with the Chief of the Chenieal 

Warfare Service in matters pertaining to defense against biological warfare, 

and the continued cooperation and eollaboration of the Navy was invited. 

During the next six months m increasing amount of responsibility 

for work on biological warfare was transferred from War Research Bervice to 

the War Dopartaent. Finally, in June of 1944, the President directed the 

War Department to assume full responsibility for the research and development 

program, and for the fimetions previously performed by WRB, The Secretary of 

War then appointed the Direetor of War Research Service as his Special Con 

sultant on Biological Warfare, and requested the Director of Research end 

Development and the Director of Intelligence md Information of KERB to eon- 

tinue to serve with Mr, Merck as Consultants to the Becretary of War. the 

Navy Department assigned Lt. Comdr. (now Comdr.) W. B, Sorles, USNR, to 

serve as lr, Werck's Technical Aide and Executive Offieer, By August 31, 

1944 responsibility for the research progran sponsored by WAS had been treans- 

ferred to the Special Projects Division of the Chemical Warfare Service, 

On Ootober 1, 1944, the Chief of Staff directed the Commanding General, 

Army Service Forces, to consult with Mr, Merck on matters of major poliay, 

and to keep Mir, Merck in touch with inportant steps taken concerning biologi~ \ 

cal warfare in order that he might give the dray Service Forces the benefit 

of his advice and assistance and, in turn, keep the Secretary of Wer in- 

formed, This directive further stated thet biological warfare agents were 

not to be prodused in quantity without War Department approval, The 

Commanding General, Army Bervice Forces, placed the responsibility for work 
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om biological warfare with the Chief of the Chenieal Warfare Bervice, ead 

asked the Surgeon General to cooperate in the development of corteia highly 

important defensive measures. 

At this time, the Secretary of War appointed the United States 

Biological Warfare Committee, with Mr, Merck as Cinirmm, to advise hin on 

policy matters, ‘This Committee was made up of representatives from the 

Chemical Warfare Services the Office of the Surgeon General, U, 8. areyy 

Bureau of Wedicine and Surgery, U. 8, Navy; Buresu of Ordnance, U. 8. Navyy 

Army Bervico Forces; Army Ground Forces; Arty Air Foroos; Wew Developments 

Division, War Department Special Staffs ACofB, G-2, and the Office of 

Strategic Bervices, ‘The Committee was asked not only to make recommendations 

to the Sesretary of War on all matters of major policy relating to bews, but 

also to establish and msintain close liaison with British and Canadian authori- 

ties concerned with biological warfare, 

When War Research Service was liquidated in June 1944 and all bewe 

work was trensferred to the Armed Forces, the £BC Committees of the National 

Aoademy of Soiences and the Neticnal Research Council which had advised WRS, 

was discharged, Upon request from the Becretary of War, the President of 

the National Acadeay of Sciences and the Chairmen of the National Research 

Council formed = new Committee, which wss designated as the DEF Connittes, 

to advise the War Department on scimtific matters relating to bielogiesl 

warfare investigations, 

* 
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IM THE SPECIAL PROJECTS DIVISION 
OF THE CHEMICAL WARFARE SERVICE 

Introduetion 

The origins and development of the biological warfare program 

heve been dealt with in Part One. ‘This is an acoomt of the resozrch and 

development work in biological warfare performed by the Chemical Warfare 

Service. 

Late in Noverber of 1942 the Chief of the Chemical Warfere Ber- 

vies, Major General William N. Porter, wan given verbal instructions to 

make preparations to carry on a supplementel research and development pro= 

gran on certein projects which were at that time being investigated under 

the sponsorship of WRS. The Chemical Werfere Service had made preliminary 

preparations for work in this field as early ae 1941, whon/ttedtoal Re- 

pearch Division wan established in the Office of the Chief for the purpose 

of carrying on studies iu this field, Officers from the Vedioal Research 

Division were largely responsible, in cooperation with the WBC Committees, 

for the preparation of the annotated bibliography of the literature on bows 

which proved to be of such great value in the work of the WBC Coumittess 

The Medical Research Division wes later called the Special As- 

eignment Branch, which in turn developed into the much larger organisa- 

tion imow as the Special Projects Division, 

Zarly in 1943 the Chemical Warfare Service received a request 

frow WRS to carry on supplemental research and development work on certain 

dew, agents, This request brought about a trenendous expansion in the 

personnel, installations and equipment of the Special Assignment Branchy 
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At this timo the Office of the Surgeon Ceneral was asked to cooperate in 

the studies om defense against biological warfare attack. ‘The Buresu of 

Mediaine and Surgory of the Navy elvo signified its willingne: ‘to cooperate 

in the research and devolopmeut program, 4 sore complete history of the 

aotivities of the Office of the Surgeon General may be found in Section uy; 

the contributions of the Navy in this field are described in Section III. j 

‘Tho firet task which confronted the Special Projects Division was 

to design, construct, equip, and cteff laboratories and pilot plente in its 

Camp Detrick installation. The urgency of the work was so great that 

leboratory and pilot plant work was started on « euall scale almost immedi- 

ately. ‘The research and development activities of the program progressed 

tnd expended similtancously with tho écaateva ison of new facilities, This 

expansion in program and facilities continued until VJ day, 

‘Iedaipon snd Consultation 

From the buginning, the Special Aenignnent Branch end later the 

Special Projects Division maintained close liaison with tho Medical, Ord- 

nance, and Intelligence Departments of the Arny and Navy; the Aray Air Forces; 

the drny Ground Foress; tho U. G. Puslie Health Service; the Us. 8. Depart= 

mont of Agriculture; and with fritieh and Canodish investigators, In addi- 

tion, the Srecial Projects Divieion constantly mado une of the ndvice of 

proainent scientists working in many difforent fields in Government, and in 

univereity, private research, and industrial organisations, This was done ‘ 

largely with the help of War Research Bsrvice, the National Academy of Sal- .. | 

ences and the Hational Research Coimeil, the Wetional Defense Council, the \ 

National Osfenso Research Council, and the Office of Scientific Research 

and Development, Some of the research personnel loaned to the Rritish bow, 

installations were furnished by the Special Projests Division. In addition, 
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B liaison office concerned with b.x, metters was maintained by the Cheni- 

eal Warfare fervice in the United Kingdom, and trained b.w. officers were 

sent from the Special Projects Division to serve with our forces in all the 

atera of operction, 

Munorous individuals of préeinence in related scicntifie, engineer= 

ing, and technical fields rerc esployed as consultants to the Special 

Projects Division, Tieir ndvice res invaluable in helping t> solve many 

teohnical problens, 

Eoscerch Contracts 

In order to pursue fundencntal or highly specialized research, ap- 

provinately 25 reeeurch contracts wore made with various universities, state 

end federal Government agencies, snc with individuals—first indirectly 

through WRS, sod later, direetly by tho CRS, Those.research projects whieh 

yielded promising results were ultime.tely taken over by the Special Projets 

Tivieion for further development. In many cases the Anventiga tees’ by out- 

Bide agencies yielded information of grect valua. 

Eoxrgonne) 

Porronnel of the Special Projeete Division at the tine of its 

maxim. development totaled 511 officers, 3262 emlisted zen end women, and 

94 efviliens, Argy pertonnel included 365 offiesrs end 2446 enlisted nen 

end womens Navy personnel, 126 officers and 8% enlisted mon and woxsng 

fone difficultinn were experienced in obtaining personnel qualified in the 

various eciencer and specialities involved, but the group whieh was obtained 

was organired end trained to work efficiently and rapidly under hasardous 

conditions end under the handicap of the strictest security control. It 

in particularly qratifying te point out the high degren of harnony and 

teamwork which existed at all tines between Army, Navy, and civilian 
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perscanel, who worked side by side in eaen of tho four installatioas of 

the Special Projects Division. 

Anstaliations of te Special Projects Division 

Installations ef the Special Projects Division included the parent 

research and pilot plant center established in April 1943 at Camp Detricky 

Frederick, Marylands a plant designed for larger scale production, so- 

quired early in 1944, at Vigo near Torro Haute, Indiana; and field testing 

facilitios established in the sumer of 194) at Horn Island near Pascagoula, 

Miswigaippl, aud, in the summer of 1944 at Grunite Poak, Dugway, Utah. 

Field teats were also conducted in collaboration with the army Air Forces 

at cortain of their installations, The buildings and equipment of the 

Special Projects Division's installations were in many instances mique, and 

required special designing to mset the aompletely.new problems under in- 

vestigation, ‘The engineering probless encountered were particularly complex, 

due to the rigid safety requirements and to the necessity for designing, 

constructing and installing equipment needed for operations in an entirely 

new field, and on a scale of operation never before attempted. 

z \ = 1 7 1 

Before investigations of pathogunie agents could begin it was 

necessary to deveiop and apply ealety procedures which would reduce to @ 

minisom all chances of accidental infvetion of mans, animals, md living 

planta Jn each installation mid in the murrounding areas, ‘This ms 2e= 

couplished by various methods. ‘here possible, proliminery utudies were 

carried on with hursless simulant agonts in order to improve and atendard~ 

Ase Wie tcohniques to bo used in tho investigations on disesse-producing agents, 
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Many laboratory techniques that had long been considered safe for handling 

pathogenie agents were found to be faulty and had to be revised or re- 

Placed by new procedures, Remarkable contributions to such studies were 

made by the photographic laboratory of Camp Detrick whore, by the use of 

special high speed photography techniques, many accepted laboratory practices 

were show to cause serious and previously unsuspected contamination of the 

surroundings, Rigid inspections and many original sampling procedures were 

instituted and maintained in order to detect contamination from leaks or 

faulty techniques, Specially designed protective clothing, masks, and 

other equipment were developed and provided, and their use was made com 

pulsory. In addition, special decontamination procedures were developed 

and employed to destroy any pathogens which might escape. Inmmization of 

personnel was accomplished whenever this was possible, and individuals so 

treated were regularly examined to ascertain the efficacy of the prophy- 

lexis employed, When exposure to pathogenic agents was known or suspected 

to have occurred, or when suspicious signs or symptoms of dil je appeared, 

the individuals affected were promptly given prophylactic treatment and 

placed under constant observation, The medical care and treatment of sus— 

peoted or proved cases is described elserhere in this report. ‘The success 

of the safety program stands as a renarkable achisvencnt, when consideration 

4 given to the variety of highly pathogenic agents involved, their produe- 

tion and manipulation on a ale hitherto unknown, and the relatively large 

number of personnel engaged in the work, Original design, installation, 

and special modification of pilot plant and production equipment, of plumb- 

ing and of ventilation facilities, and the decontamination and disposal of 

enormous volumes of contaminated air, and of liquid and solid wastes, were 

remarkable and essential contributions of the engineers in affording protec— 
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tion to the personnel of the installations end the human, animal, and 

plant population in contiguous areas. 

Physical and Chemical, Protections 

+ Certain standard items of CWS protective clothing, canisters, and 

masks were found to afford inadequate protection against b.w. agents, and 

recommendations based on extensive study were made for the improvements 

needed to mke this first line of defense effective. Outlet valves for the 

mask and outlet valve covers were devised to reduce the hazards of leaks 

at this point, and efficient protective hoods were developed to protect the 

wearer's head against contamination. Methods for the decontamination of 

fabrics, footwear, clothing, equipment, rooms and other enclosed spaces, 

terrain, food, and water were investigated, and—shile not yet conoluded—— 

these studies have yielded information of great value, A new and promising 

developaent under investigation is the impregnation of clothing with inert 

material to reduce its permeability to b.™. agents. 

Dotestions 

In addition to the sampling and identification techniques devised 

and employed to detect contamination in the various b.w, installations, con- 

timous effort was directed toward the development of simple and rapid 

sampling, screening, and identification methods for field use so that en 

ployment of bew. by the enony might be quickly detected. Significant prog- 

ress was made, but many difficulties inherent: in this important problem still 

await solution, From the beginning of the recent Japanese balloon attack, 

11 equipment salvaged from the balloons was examined for the possible pres 

ence of b.w, agents, these investigations were performed at Camp Detrick, 

and happily yielded negative results. 
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Baw, Agents Investizateds 

The primary object of the research and development work on biologi= 

oal warfare was to develop methods for defending this country, our armed 

forces, and our allies against possible enemy b.w. attack. However, it was 

realised that if such an attack occurred, we might be called upon to re- 

taliate in kind. In any event, it was obvious and essential that the of— 

fensive possibilities of biological warfare would have to be investigated 

4n order to determine how to defend ourselves against all possible forme 

of attack, 

411 possible living agents, or their toxic products, which were 

pathogenic for men, animals, and plants were considered. When a potential- 

ly important biological warfare agent was selected for investigation, it 

was necessary to obtain and study the most virulent strain or type of that 

agent. The next problem was to discover or devise the optimal conditions 

for growth in order to obtain a satisfactory yicld of virulent organisms 

or toxins. Continual efforts were also made to develop more virulent 

strains of the agents under investigation. After an effective method had 

beon worked out for growing and harvesting the organism or toxin, prolonged 

studies were necessary to determine how well tho agont would retain its 

digesse-producing powers under various storage conditions. Each potential 

biological warfere agent had to be tested on various experimental animals 

exposed or inoculated by all possible methods or routes to determine 

species susceptibility and the influence of route of entry, and from these 

findings the probable pathogenicity of the agent for man estimated, 

Binilar studies were made to determine the efficacy of biological, physical, 

or chemical protective procedures. 

From these studies there has emerged a wealth of new and valuable 
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information of importance to human and veterinary medicine, For example, 

& pure crystalline bacterial toxin was isolated for the first time, making 

possible the future preperation of a pure toxoid for the immmisation of 

mon against the toxin, (This same toxoid, in a less concentrated form was 

produced in quantities sufficient to protect our troops from this agent 

had its use been necessary.) Promising leads were also uncovered pointing 

to the probable isolation and produstion of hitherto unknown substances of 

potential value forthe immunisation of humans end animals against several 

infectious diseases. With animals, mich valuable information was also ; 

obtained regarding the numbers of organisms required to produce a given 

Anfection, and the influence of the portal of entry to the body upon the 

rapidity and course of the disease, The efficacy of new antibiotics and 

chemotherapeutic: agenta in the prevention and treatment of certain in~ 

fectious diseases was desonstrated for the first time, not only in animals 

‘but in accidental human cases; and in the latter, invaluable observations 

were made on the incubation period and course of these diseases, Another 

new and significant study was performed on coagents: chenicals applied 

with pathogenio organisas or toxins to influence their disease-producing 

powers, All of these developments, when made known by the publication of 

papers in scientific journals, will be recognized as highly important eon 

tributions to the advancement of sciences 

As a result of extensive studies on biological and chemical agents 

which might be eaployed in an attack upon our crops, many important and 

even spectacular resultr were achieved, ‘The discoveries made in this field 

will undoubtedly prove of great value to agriculture. 

if for Dis of 

Btudies on possible biological warfare agents would be Ancomplete 
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without investigation of the means by which these agente might be employed 

4n warfare. Ye had no first-hand knowledge on how biological werfare 

agents might be disreminated, hence studies had to be carried on in order 

to develop adequate defenses and to be in a position to retaliate in kind 

if necessary, 

Theoretically, agents might be employed in ssbotage opera~ 

tions, or discominated by means of combat weapons, Sabotage would involve 

tho use by stoalth of such agents on a relatively small scale against the 

civilian population or military forces. In a sebotage operation, biological 

warfare agents might be used to contaminate water or food supplies, the air 

in ventilating systems, weapons to be used in assassinations, or certain 

pharmacoutical or biological products, The steps tsken to protect the 

civilion population egeinst possible; sabotage have been outlined in Part Ones 

Tho United States Public Health Bervice cooperated actively in this program. 

The United States Department of Agriculture carried on the work of proteo- 

ting miimals and crops against possible eneny use of b.w. by sabotage or 

other moms, ‘The armed forces at home and in the field were given instruc 

tions through military channels regarding defense against possible eneny 

bioclogieal warfare attacks 

With no background other than conjecture, it was thought that bws 

agents might be disseminated by enemy action through the use of infested 

bullets and other missiles, shells, airplane bombs, dusts or sprays, the 

dropping of infected materials such as foods, or by the introdustion of 

vootors of dissase, 

‘he absolute necessity for adequate field teste of the various pos- 

ible nenns of dissemination was recognised from the beginning. Ficld-test 

areas were established in conjunction with the other facilitios at Camp 
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Detrick and Vigo, end tho Horn Islend and Granite Peak (Iugway) instellations 

wore devslopod snd staffed entirely for this purpose, At Horn Island and 

at Granite Penk, ficld-test arsus of variable design were laid out, and in 

genious, coaplicated sampling systonus were installed, Accessory service 

laboratories and meteorolégical stations were provided at each installation, 

Medical Aspects, 

Post honpitele or dispensarics were located at each of the four 

Spscial Projects Division instellations, aud were steffed by both Aray and 

Navy medicel personnel, ‘Too high commendation cannot be given to the medi- 

eal pergornel, end to the services which they represented, for the effi~ 

ciency and effectiveners of their work, When accidental infections oc— 

curred each caee received Inmediste treatment on the Fort, All indididuals 

were inetructed to report to the horpitel whenever symptoms of illness or 

actucl leeionr, however, email, appeered, as well as in instences where acoi~ 

dentel exposure to a dangerour agent was believed to have occurreds Each 

eyposed or infooted individual wee exantned, given prophylactic or local 

treatmont Jf necessery, enc placed under observation. Speciel wards in the 

henpitele were provided for the proper isolation and treatment of cases of 

Ciconse. I% ves here thet the best and most up-to-dete treatment, based 

in gone cares upon epecial disgnoatic ant therapeutic procedures developed 

on the baoie of experimantation on aninale, yielded such gratifying Fomiltes 

In the entire progran of work, there were only 60 cases of proved 

agents. Fifty= 

es, all 

infection enused by accidental exposure to virulent b. 

tro of these ceses recovered entirely, and of the remaining 8 ¢ 

are oll on the rosd to recovery et this tine, 

In wdéition to the croved cases indicated above, thers were 159 

socidental exposures to various b.w. agents in unknown concentrations, With 
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ome exception, all received immediate prophylactic treatment, and none 

of these developed an infection. The excepted individual did not report 

exposure, did not receive prophylactic treatuent, developed the disease, 

but recovered following treatment. 

While this outcome can in no way be considered the result of con- 

trolled experimentation, it indicates that the prophylactic and therapeutic 

treatment employed was largely responsible for the outstanding record 

which was made, particularly since the treatments used were, to a large 

extent, those which had proved effective in controlled experiments on eni~ 

mals, Additional valuable knowledge regarding the period of incubation and 

course of the dis ie following known exposure to b.w, agents was gained 

from a: study of these accidental infections. 

Bpoctal Biological Warfare Instruction for Officers, 

A special biological warfare school was established at Camp 

Detrick in February 1944, and functioned for a period of four montha, Dur= 

ing this time, five 2 to 3 week sessions were held, and 70 Army Medical 

Officers from ASF, AGF and AMF; 115 Chemical Warfare Service Officers from 

ASY, AGF and AAF; and 32 officers of the Navy Medical Corps were given in- 

struction in the fundamentals of biological warfare, The total of 217 

officers who attended the b.w. school were given instruction on biological 

warfare intelligence, methods of detection, means of protection, clinical 

and laboratory diagnostic procedures, epidemiclogy, fundamental information 

on bew. agents and their production, and a discussion on possible tactios 

which might be employed by the eneny in a b.w, attack, Although most of 

the graduates of the! jchool sessions returned to their previous assign 

ments, they constituted an informed reserve which was available for duty in 
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the event of a bw. attack by our enemies, 

Theater B.¥, Officers, 
Officers selected frou the Special Projects Division, or from 

the croup trained in the b.w, school, were essigned to duty in each of ‘tne 

najor theeters of operation as theater and lisison biological warfare of~ 

ficers. It wan the duty of those officers to inform the staff of each 

‘Theater Conmender regarding oll new developments in the field of biological 

warfare and to stirmlate the collection and dissemination of intelligence 

em eneny b.w. activities, 

IntelLiconce op Rreny BM, dotivitions 3 

In January of 1944 the War Departaont directed the Chomical War- 

fare Bervice to organise a strong end aggressive organisation to assume 

rerponsibility for b.w. intelligence, The Biological Warfare Intelligence 

Branch of the Spocial Projects Division, CWB, was created to carry on the 

Amportant duties of collection, evaluation and dissenination of All bette 

intelligence, ‘The Intelligence Branch was also made responsible for the 

over-all suyervision of security measures in each of the various inetalls- 

tions of tho Bpecinl Projects.Diviaion, In order to collect, evaluate and 

dissominate intelligence on b.w., the Intelligence Branch established lisi~ 

fon with the service and elvilian agencies which might uoover information 

of interest in this field, The foundations leid by WRS were used as a 

basis on which wne built an active and effective cooperation with G-2, Olly 

ose, and FBT. ; ; 

Military Attaches eseigned to duty in strategically located capi~ 

tols, 19 wall as the intelligmes officers set to the various theaters of 

operation %o concentrate on the eollection and dissomination of medical and 

other technical intelligence, were given sufficient instruction on b.w, to) 
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acquaint them with all possible manifestations of eneny b.w. activity. 

Questionnaires re prepared and distributed to the theaters of operation 

to be used by qualified intelligence officers in the questioning of 

prisoners of war in an attempt to obtain more direst information on aneay 

Antentions and capabilities in this field, All of the intelligence on 

bow. was sent to Washington where it was carefully studiod and evaluated 

and then distributed to the services concerned, As the time approached 

for major military operations in Furope, and later in the Pacific Area, 

officers with special training in b.w, were attached to the staffs of the 

Theater or Area Comaanders, In this manner, the staffs woro kept informed 

of any possible use of b.w. by the enemy and were provided with treined 

advisers it the necessity arose for our forces to defend themselves against 

this form of attack, 

As one phase of « special G-2 activity, officers who were well 

trained in b.w. work were assigned to duty in re-occupied or éonquered ter- 

ritory to investigate enemy b.w, activities, In Germany, this special tean 

of b.w. officers was joined by officers representing the British b.w. or= 

ganisation in a highly successful operation which yielded a complete, docu- 

mented account of German biological warfare activitics, At present a 

pinilar investigation of Japanese biological warfare ectivities is in progress, 

In the collection of intelligence on b,w. many unusucl end even ae 

fantastic pieces of inforaation were transmitted to Washington, All of the \ 

intelligence received was studied with great care in order to distinguizh 

between that which might be based on fact and that which indicated an 

effort on the part of our oncnics to wage a new form of psychologies] war 

fare, iieview of the inteliigence received indicates that our enenies made 

several attempts to use b.w. as & weapon in a war of nerves, 
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Sounter-Intellicences 

From the beginning, all work on b.w. in the United States, the 

United Kingdom, and Canada was carried on under the strictest security 

control, It was believed necessary to maintein complete secrecy not only 

to keep our enomies from obtaining information on our work, but also to keep 

the public and the members of our armed forces from being unduly concerned 

over the possibilities of biological warfare, ds the b.w. progren of the 

Special Projects Division developed, it was necessary to establish and 

maintain strict security regulations and control in all installations and 

institutions where work was being performed, All personnel engaged in or 

associated in any way with the b.w. program were thoroughly investigated 

by PMGO, G-2, OMX and FBIy their eligibility for participation in the pro- 

gram depended upon their being cleared by these agencies, ‘The counter— 

intelligence work also involved investigation of reported leaks in securitys 

the establishment and maintenance of security in the purchazo and shipment 

of critical equipment and supplies; the investigation and protection of 

solentists engaged in the programs and the classification of all corres- 

pondence and documents, In order to perform these inportant counter~ 

intelligence duties, specially trained intelligence officers end staffs were 

maintained at each of the installations of the Special Projects Divisions 

Some idea of the task involved may be gained from the fact that over 6,000 

people were cleared for work on tho program. In order to check on the degree 

of security maintained, periodic surveys of the areus surromding installe- 

tions or institutions in which work on b.w, was performed wors conducted by 

the Counter-Intelligence Corps of the Army and by the FBI. ‘Thoss surveys 

indicated that security was maintained; the thousands of workers involved 

took their war-time responsibilities seriously and did not talk about their 
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work. dnother indication of the success of our efforts to maintain security 

was found in an official German document captured after V-E day which re- 

vealed that after the spring of 1942 no information was received in Germany 

regarding work in the United States on biological warfare, 

Japanese Balloon Attacks 

When it first began, the Japanese balloon attack on the United 

States and Canada was recognised as a method by which the Japanese might 

wage biological warfare. I+ was thought that the Japanese might send 

causative agents of human, animal, or plant diseases as the “pay load" of the 

balloons, and that the most serious threat might be against the animal pop- 

lation, An effective b.w, attack on our livestock would have reduced the 

supply of meat to a dangerously low level, A special tean of biological 

warfare officers was sent to each of the defense and service commands to } 

alert responsible office: to the potential dangers, to give instructions 

regarding the collection of samples for analysis, and to establish procedures 

to be followed in reporting balloon incidents, Military plans for defense 

against possible cnemy b.w. attack were prepared and coordinated with the 

protective activities of the United States Public Health Servico and the 

United Btates Department of Agriculture. ‘the United States Public Health 

Bervice alerted its detecting and reporting services throughout the nation in 

order to accelerate the flow of reports on any epidemic of human disease, 

Similar action was taken by tho United States Department of Agriculture to 

accelerate detection of, and reports on, epidemics of animal disease, In ad- 

dition, the Departacnt of Agriculture continued the onergency plant disease 

and insect pest surveys which had been instituted in 1942 at the request of 

RS in order to guard against the spread of plant diseases or insect pests which 
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might be introduced by the Japanese balloons. ‘The work of the military ser— 

vic » the U. 8. Public Health Service and the U, &, Department of Agriculture 

was coordinated with similar activities in Canada, Throughout the period 

of the Japanese balloon attack, these detecting and reporting services fune- 

tioned efficiently, The analyses which were performed on equipment re- 

covered from the balloons in all cases yielded negative results. ‘The work 

was performed under a carefully maintained cover of security in order to 

avoid alarming the public over a danger which fortunately did not materialise. 

Somary 

The various activities of the Special Projects Division and the or- 

ganizations which cooperated with it in work on be™, were extensive in 

scope, but at the same tine highly intensive in character, The problems dealt 

with were new and unique, and at all times the work was carried on under the 

pressure of great urgency. Starting from scratch, it was necessary rapidly 

to develop methods and to provide measures for defense against « potentially 

dangerous method of warfare, 

Apart from the military objectives attained in this work, much in- 

formation of great value to public health, human and veterinary medical 

science, the fundamental sciences, industry, and agriculture was derived 

from the research and development work performed, In addition, new and 

mique facilities were designed end constructed which are of great potential 

value to peace-time military and non-uilitary research. Sone of the more 

important accomplishments of the research and development program follows ss 

1. ‘The development of methods and facilities for mass produstion \ 

of microorganiams and their products, In this work, much information of 

fundamental scientific importance was obtained regarding the nutrition and 

conditions for growth of microorganisms, and procedures were developed to 
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permit the production in safety of quantities of microorganisms never be- 

fore believed possible. 

2. ‘The development of methods for the rapid and accurate detection 

of small numbers or minute quantities of disease-producing agents, 

3, Significant contributions to knowledge of the control of air 

borne diserse-producing agents. 

4. The production and isolation for the first time of a crystalline 

bacterial toxin, opening tho way for the preparation of a more highly puri~ 

fied inmmising toxoid. 

5, Development and production of an effective toxoid in quantities 

needed to protect our troops at the time of the liberation of France, Use 

of this toxoid was not necessary but it wes prepared and available for use 

if the enemy had elected to wage biological warfare at that time, 

6. Significant contributions to knowledge concerning the develop- 

mont of immunity against certain infectious disesses of hunens and aninals. 

7, Inportant advances in the treatment of certain infectious dis 

eases of hunss and animals, and in the development of effective protective 

equipment and clothings 

8, ‘The development of laboratory animal propagation and maintenance 

facilities at Camp Detrick and at the Vigo Plant to supply the tremendous 

munber of approved strains of experinontal animals needed for the investi- 

gation. 

9, ‘The application of special photographic techniques to the study 

of eir-borne microorgenisms and the safety of laboratory procedures. 

10, ‘Information on the effect of over 1,000 different chemical 

agents on living plants. It is anticipated that the results of this work 
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will be of gront value to agriculture. 

11. Btudies on the production and control of certain diseases of 

plants, ‘his work ip also of great potential value to agriculture, 

The results of the scientific work performed in tho biological 

warfare reseerch ond development program will be published in the scientifie 

Journals, ond will thus become available for application in the fields of 

public health, agriculture, industry, snd in the fundamental science: 

The work which has been done indicates that biological warfare is 

feasible, end that it representa a distinct threat to those nations which 

Agnore its potentialities, Wo have learned that continuing study 1s nesded 

to provide for adequate defenses egainst biological warfare, end that to 

study defense it is also necessary to invostigate oll of the offensive pos 

aibilities of biological warfere, 
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Section IE 

ACTIVITIES OF THE OFFICE OF THE SURGEOM GENERAL IN 
DEFENSE AGAINST BIOLOGICAL WARFARE 

Introduction 

It is the duty of the Surgeon General to protect and maintain 

the health of the Army and of personnel working in Army installations. As 

pointed out in Part One, several officers of the Medical Department were 

concerned years before the outbreak of war over the possibility that our 

potential enemies might use biologicsl warfare against us and suggested 

atudy of the means which could be used to guard ageinst such en attack. 

‘The warnings treneaitted by these officers to the War Department helped 

to stimulate the actions which were taken to investigate the possibilities 

of biological warfare. 

of 2: 

As the rei ch and development program in b.w. expanded, the normal 

activities and functions of various services or divisions of the surgeon 

General's Office, under Major General Noraen T. Kirk, were applied to the 

particular defensive and therapeutic problems which this work created. It 

became necessary to investigate and to authorize the use of certain non- 

etendard biologicals and therapeutic procedures, Advice on many medical 

and techmical problems was provided upon request of those actively engaged 

in the program. Advice was given on the construction of hospitals and 

Jaboratories. Special medical supplies and hospital equipment were ob- 

tained for the installations of the Special Projects Division, CWS. Manuals 

of instruction for medical and laboratory workers participating in the 

defensive aspects of the b.w. program were prepared by the Office of the 
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Surgeon Geral. The Medical Intelligence Division of the Preventive 

Medicine Service participated actively in the collection, evaluation and 

dissemination of information on enemy intentions end capabilities in b.w. 

vi 2) ec: Aotivit: 

The Preventive Medicine service, the Veterinary Division, and the 

Medical Consultants Division had the chief responsibility for the activities 

of the Office of the Surgeon Generel in bew. work. During the repid expan- 

sion of the research and development program in 1943-1944, War Research 

Service was asked to fumish a consultant who could carry on effective liai~ 

son between the Office of the Surgeon Generel and the Chemical Warfare 

Service, assist in the edministration of b.w. affairs in the Surgeon General's 

Office, and help to supervise work on the defensive aspects of the entire 

progrem, The work of this consultent and his successor proved of great 

value to the success of the program, 

The Office of the Surgeon General was represented on all committees 

established to investigate, advise or take action on biological warfare mat— 

ters. In oddition, the Surgeon General's Office was at all times consulted 

on defensive matters by WRS, the Office of the Secretary of War, and CWS. 

The Office of the Surgeon General was consulted by Joint Security Control re- 

garding the security classification of subject matter relating to bewe A 

Bub-Committee of the Joint Chiefs of Staff called upon the Office of the 

Surgeon General early in 1944 for advice on defense against possible eneuy 

use of bew. The Secretary of War requested the Chief of the Veterinary 

Division to serve as Chairmen representing United States interests on the 

Joint U.S.-Canadian Commission estebliched to investigate defensive measures 

ageinot certain disenses of livestock. The Chief of the Veterinary Div 

4gion also served as the Chairman of the Commission which odministered the 
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work done in the United States on defense aguinst other diseases of domestic 
animals. Thus, the Office of the Surgeon General participated actively both 
in the formation of policies and in the performmes of investigations in the 
work on defense ugainst biological warfare. 

The Anti-Mological Warfare Progrens in Havaii, the Pannma Cane} Zone, the United States, and Theaters of Operation. 

The Office of the surgeon General and Medical Department Officers in 
the field played a major pert in the initiation nnd continuation of the anti- 
biological warfere programs. In this work, officers of the Medical Department 
cooperated actively with the Office of the Provost Marshal General end with 
the Wavy. The anti-b.w. program involved not only the instruction of Medical 
Department and Security Officer on all matters relating to detection of, and 
defense against, possible b.w. attacks but it also necessitated active parti- 
cipation and continued vigilance on the part of Medical Officers. The anti- 
bem program was expanded to include all Theaters of Operction in addition 
to the thited States, Hawaii, ond the Canal Zone. There is no evidence that 
our enemies at any tine attempted « biologics] warfare attack, but the anti- 
biologicnl warfare program that was developed and kept in rendinese insured 
that such en attack, if made, could not have met with euccesss 

of Pr: of Sera BK 

In 1943 at the suggestion of WRS, the Office of the Surgeon General 

Anitiated the testing of blood sers taken from prisoners of war to deternine 

whether these prisoners had been immmized against certain disenses, It was 

believed that if our enemies were planning to use the eausative agents of 

infectious diseasos in a bew. attack, they would first immunize their ow 

troops against these disesses. Determination of whether such immunization 

had been performed might therefore provide some indicution of enemy inten- 
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tions. Samples of blood were tuken from prisoners as a routine procedure 

during physicel examination, and fractions of these samples were sent to 

various laboratories where the necessary tests could be made to determine 

their antibody content. Although no significant positive tests rere re- 

venled by this extensive and complex study, this procedure was another form 

of insurance against the success of « potential enemy biological warfare 

attack. 

Coopera’ with the fore ct 

B. Rey th and it 

With the establishment of Camp Detrick in the spring of 1943, the 

research and development work on b.w. expanded rapidly end continued to ex- 

pend util V-J day. The Office of the Surgeon General ms aaked to cooperate 

actively with the Chemical Warfare Service in the supervision of the research 

on immunology and therupeutics of diseases which might be due to bewes end 

was given responsibility for the procurenent, storage, and iasue as required 

of blologicals (vaccines, toxoids, and anti-sera, otc.) designed and developed 

to protect personnel egainst possible ben. ugents. To handle this added 

responsibility and to carry on increasing activities in the defensive field, 

a B.W. Committee was constituted in the Office of the Surgeon General, This 

committe wap made up of representatives of various services and divisions, 

who served with the Special Consultant on ber. matters, to advise the Surgeon 

General regirding policies and procedures. As indicated in Section I, the 

hospitals and dispensaries of the bem. installations were staffod with Aray 

and Navy Medionl Departaent personnel. The work of these representatives 

of the Medical Department, and of all others engsged in the defensive as- 

pects of the research program, wns coordinated and guided by the Surgeon 

General's Committee and by special liaison officers. 

Early in 1944 when it appeared remotely possible that 6 biologisal 
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warfare agent might be employed by the Germans, the Surgeon General's Office 

undertook the procurement and storage of a product which could have been 

issued to protect our troops against one of the agents if it had been useds 

This product had been developed by the combined efforts of WRS and CWE re- 

search. It was mamfactured first at Camp Detrick, and later by comercial 

biological concerns under the supervision of the Burgeon General's Offices 

In actwl fact, the biologics] warfare agent was never used by the Germans, 

and hence 1t was unnecessary to immmize our troops against thie egent, 

but again the work which was performed may be considered as insurance against 

a potential danger, The collaborative work of the Surgeon Genersl!s Office 

and the Chemical Werfare Service was continued in the development of addi- 

tional products which were used to immmize workers at installations of 

the Special Projects Division and were evuilatle for large-scale use in the 

field, if necessary. 

The work of the Medical Departnont in defense agcinet bew. was 

eminently successful. Tho means of protection, immmizetion and treatment 

of personnel were so effective that in the entire program of work, in which 

over 4,000 persons wre engaged, there were only 60 cases of disease caused 

by accidental exposure to virulent b.w. agents. All of these cases have 

recovered or ere well on the roed to recovery. In addition to these results 

of “immediate significence, wealth of informetion of value to medics] and 

vetorinary mcience, and to preventive medicine was obtained. 
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ACTIVITIES OF HE BAVY IN THE BIOLOGICAL WARFARE PROGRAM 

Zaizodustion 

‘The Navy participated in tha first preliminary discussions on the 

potentialities of biological warfere and contributed on an increasing 

soxle to the research and development progran as it expanded. The 

Chief of Meval Operations, the Bureau of iiedicine and Surgery, Bureau of 

Ordnance, Bureau of Ships, Bureau of Mawil Personnel, Bureau of Aeronautics, 

Office of Naval Intelligence, Office of Research and Development and the 

Naval Research Laboratory all contributed to the progress which was made in 

bew. work. However, from the beginning, the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery 

waa the princi al participating agency, and made the greatest contribu- 

tions to the success of the program. 

At first, the Chief of the Buroeu of Medicine and Surgery, Vice 

Admiral Poss T. McIntire, ond officers chosen to represent him, worked with the 

WEC Cemmitteo of the National Academy of Sciences and the Hationel Research 

Council to investigate the possibilities of biological warfare. From the 

time that Yur Research Service was established in the summer of 1942, the 

Chief of the Bureau of Medicine and surgery was consulted by the Director of 

RS on all major decisions and plans, Specially qualified officers were as~ 

signed by the Bureau of Nedicine and Surgery to work with PRS, and to service 

on the ABC Committee of the National Academy of Sciences and the National 

Research Council, which wan formed to advise KRS. Plans were made to convert 

one of the Navy Medical Research Units to a b.w. experimental station. The 

technical director of the work sponsored by the Joint U.5.-Canadian Commission 
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signed from the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery. 

When the War Department assumed full responsibility for work on beW. 

the Ravy was requosted to increase its particip:tion in the program, and the 

Chief of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery and the Chief of the Bureau of 

Orénanse wc acked to serve on the Secretary of War's U.5.B.N. Committees 

The Naval Unit, which had been entablished at Camp Detrick to help in the 

work of the Bpecinl Projects Division, CWS, was inereased in aise, and Naval 

Unites were formed in the other installations of the Special Projects Divisions 

‘The Navy was represented on the DEF Comittee of the National Academy of 

Sciences and the National Research Council. This Committee was created to 

advise the Services engaged in the b.w. progrem on scientific mnttert. 

When the Director of MRS became Consultant to the Secretary of Ker on blolog- 

den] warfare matters, the Buresu of Medicine end Surgery aneigned on officer 

to serve as the Consultunt!s executive officer end stant. This officer 

alco served az scientific néviuer to the U.G.B.M. Committee, and as Secre- 

tery of the DEF Comaittes, The Bureau of edicine und Surgery also eatab- 

Maned & Spectel Projects Section in ite Preventive Nedicine Division to of- 

feotunte close liaison with the medical work of the fvecial Frojeats Divi- 

sion, ONS, ond the Office of the Surgeon Smersl of the Army, to assure 

protection of the health of Naval personnel, snd to provide additions] med~ 

fee] guidance to the entirs progran, 

‘Thus, 1t moy be seen that e6 the research and development work in 

the field of blologicsl warfare progressed, participation by the Mevy in the 

effort developed to such on extent that the progren becime truly » combined 

opers tion. 
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Acting on the basis of recommendations by the WEC Committee and 

special pane! appointed by WRS, the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery late in 

1942 started the conversion of U. 8. Navy Medical Research Unit Ho, 1 in 

Berkeley, California, to work on one phase of the biological warfare program. 

This Mit was established originally to stuty air-bome infectious diseases, 

particularly those of the respiratory tract, The Unit was adairably located, 

staffed, and equipped to investigate one particularly dangerous biological 

warfare agent. U. S. Navy Medical Research Unit Mo. 1 started ite research 

program in the field of biological warfare in April ef 1943 with the help 

of WRS. Upon liquidation of WRS in July, 1944, full support of the work of 

this Unit was assumed by the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery. The research 

and development program of thia Unit was closely coordinated at all tines 

with that of the Special Projects Division of the Chemical Warfare Service, 

It grew in aize from a total of 12 officers and enlisted men in April of 

1943 to 19 officers and 45 enlisted personnel at the end of the wer. The re- 

search and development work which was carried on resulted in significant ocon- 

tributions to Imowledge on the nutrition and growth of the organism wmder 

investigation, its retention of viability and virulence under various eondi— 

tions of storage, the influence of the portal of entry upon the ability of 

thie organiem to produce disease, and the efficacy of protective and thera— 

peutic measures Many techniques were developed in these investigations which 

will be of great value in continuing work on eir-borne infectious agents. 

Cooperation with Canadian and British P.M, Activities. 

In the summer of 1942, when a joint U.8.-Canadian Commission was 

created by the governsents of United States and Canada to establish and admin— 
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ister a program of research on pretection against « potentially dangerous 

disease of livestock, the first resident tecimical director appointed for 

this project was a Maval medical officer of the Buresu of Medicine and Surgery. 

Additional officer and enlisted Naval personnel were provided to assist the 

director. The Navy's participation in this work continued mtil the spring of 

1944, a which time many of the fundamental discoveries necessary to the success 

of the project had been made. 

Farly in 1943 at the request of British authorities, the first 

three of several U. 8. Naval officers later to follow were sent by the Bureau 

of Medicine and Surgery to the United Kingdom to receive training and to assist 

in the British biological warfare program. These officers were replaced at 

six to twelve month intervals in order to furnish the British with needed 

scientific manpower, and to train U. 8. Naval officers in special techniques 

which had been developed in the United Kingdom, 

Cooperation with the Chemical Warfare Service. 

Shortly after the establishment of Camp Detrick as the principal re- 

search and devolopaent installation of the Special Projects Division, CWB, the 

Navy agreed to furnish approxinately 25% of the tectnically trained personnel 

required to staff Camp Detrick and other installations of the Special Projects 

Division. In order to administer the Naval activities in each installation, 

dt was necesrary to establish ¢ Naval Unit in the Special Projects Division, 

with subsidiary units in each of its installations. These Units were estab- 

Lished by the Chief of the Bureau of Medicine end Surgery with the approval 

of the Chief of Maval Operations. the chief fumction of these Units was to 

ansist the Chemical Warfare Service in every proper, practicable way to the 

end that the problems assigned the Special Projects Division, CHB, might be 

mont satisfactorily and expeditiously solved. The Commanding Officer of the 
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Naval Unit was requested to maintain close liaison with the Bureau of Ordnance 

dn comection with all offmsive aspects of the problems under investigation. 

By the end of the war, the Raval Unit of the Speciel Projects Div- 

tefon, CWS was made up of 126 officers and 836 enlisted men and women. Thus, 

the Navy contributed 962 of the total of 3,887 officers and enlisted men and 

wouen engaged at that time in the work of the Special Projects Division. 

Each of the Naval officers wno served in the Naval thit of the Special Projects 

Division was requested specifically for this duty on the basis of his training 

and experienco, This procedure resulted in the acquisition of a superior group 

of teotmically trained officers. The Bureau of Naval Personnel was most co- 

operative and considerate in filling reques for officers with specified 

qualifications. In fact, several officers were recalled from oversens duty 

for assignnent to the eval Unit. 

Fnlisted men and women were requested by rating for duty in partio~ 

ular job classifications. The majority of these were pharmacists mates who were 

Reena us laboratory technicians, but many other ratings were supplied by 

the Navy on reouest from the Special Projects Division to perform speciul 

duties, and as ¢ result, the Maval Unit contained carpenters mates, clectri- 

clans mates, nerographers mates, sachinists mates snd motor-zachiniste mates, 

water tenders, ship fitters, firemen, seamen, and ycomen. 

Although the personnel of the Naval Unit earried on their duties under 

the administration of a Mavel organization, they worked ot all times in the 

closest possible collaboration with the Army and civilien pergonnel in the 

inatallntionn of the Special Projects Pivision. Starting on Deceaber 1, 

1944, the position of Technicc] Director of the Special Projects Division 

wao filled by 2 Naval officer, end from the beginning, the position of Pre- 

duction Director was held by s Naval officer. In addition, other Naval 
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officers served as division chiefs, branch ehiefs, or as cooperating investi- 

getors. This wholehearted cooperation among Army, Navy end civilian soien~ 

tists was truly outstanding und resulted in accomplishaents which neither of 

the principal services would have been able to accomplish through its om 

efforts. 
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